WES e-Journal protocol for manuscript submission
1. All manuscripts should be single spaced and in UK English. Please do not make indentations at the
beginning of new paragraphs, but separate paragraphs by two carriage returns.
2. The title of the manuscript should be bolded in sentence case.
3. Authors should be listed as “title first-name surname” with multiple authors separated by commas with
no punctuation within abbreviations, for example:

Professor John Doe MD, Dr Jane Jones PhD, and Dr Charles Stephens MD.
4. On a separate line please include affiliation for each author including name of department, institution,
town, country, and contact details, for example an email address. If there are several affiliations, then
please list each affiliation on a separate line, for example:
1 Department
2 Division

of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Oxford, United Kingdom, xxx@xxx.xx
of Reproductive Endocrinology, Wayne State University, Detroit, USA, xxx@xxx.xx

5. Please use sub-titles generously to make for easier “on screen” reading. All sub-titles should be bolded
in sentence case.
6. Please list references alphabetically according to the surname of the authors at the end of the
manuscript using the Vancouver format with standard journal abbreviations.
Examples:

Sampson JA. Peritoneal endometriosis due to the menstrual dissemination of endometrial tissue into the
peritoneal cavity. AJOG 1927;14:422–425
For books:

Lockyer C. Fibroids and Allied Tumours (Myoma & Adenomyoma) Their Pathology, Clinical Features &
Surgical Treatment. London: Macmillian and Co Limited, 1918, 1st edition
or, if a chapter within a book:

Hummelshoj L and Bush D. Emotional aspects of endometriosis-related infertility. In: Allahbadia G,
Merchant R, De Wilde RL, Verhoeven HC (eds). Gynecological Endoscopy and Infertility. India: Jaypee
Brothers, 2005:400-403.
For references to websites/web-pages, please provide the complete URL hyperlinked to that online
resource, stating the date on which that URL was accessed.
7. References within the manuscript should be in parenthesis listing the first author and the year of
publication, ie:

xxxxxx (Stephens, 2005) xxxxx (Jones et al, 2007) xxxxxx (Stephens and Jones, 2006)
In the case of several publications by the same first author in the same year, please use the standard
suffix after the year, ie: (Stephens, 2005a; Stephens, 2005b)
8. Please do not use italics anywhere in the manuscript.
9. Please indicate within the manuscript where you wish tables and figures to be placed with the complete
caption, ie: Figure 1: Title of the figure. However, pictures, graphics, and illustrations should be
submitted separately as jpegs or gifs and clearly labelled (ie. please name them: “Figure 1 – Jones”;
“Table 1 – Jones”, etc, so that it is easy to identify which figures/tables belong to which article.
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